Harry Potter Prequel “Sirius Black and the Secret Keeper”
premieres to enthusiastic fans of the franchise at Ascendio 2012
ORANGE COUNTY, CA, JULY 2012 – Local Indie filmmaker, Adam J. VillaSenor (22)
was checked into Mission Hospital on December 30th 2011 9:00 pm after hitting his head
on the concrete at the Mission Viejo mall parking structure. His head injury resulted in a
unique case of amnesia during the initial stages of post-production of his directorial debut
and passion project, Sirius Black and the Secret Keeper, an unofficial prequel to the beloved
Harry Potter Franchise.
"Try waking up in 2012, thinking you’re still in 2008 and everyone's telling you that you are
a filmmaker and you've shot a prequel to Harry Potter. I thought, ‘What am I, crazy?”
VillaSenor says. “Strange way to start the New Year."
After 4 months of treatment and slow recovery, VillaSenor’s memories began returning to
him. Wasting no time, he dove “head-first” into finishing his project. "I had to finish what I
started,” he recalls. “This was the one thing that I kept remembering.”
The Harry Potter movie franchise officially ended in 2011 with the release of Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows Part 2, leaving many fans of the boy wizard heartbroken.
VillaSenor has rekindled their passion, however, with the first installment of Sirius Black
and the Secret Keeper, storyline that centers around Harry Potter’s notorious godfather from
J.K. Rowling’s series, and recently premiered at the largest Harry Potter convention,
“Ascendio 2012” in Orlando, FL on July 14.
Words from a fan: “It's my entire childhood. I bought the first book when I was seven years old and
have read all of them and seen every movie since and now its come to an end and the fact that he's
bringing the magical world back is just amazing!”
“Reymond VillaSenor not only resembles Sirius, but has a good grasp of the gestures and
movements that Gary Oldman put into the character in the movies. The special effects are top-notch
and given that it’s a fan-made film it’s pretty astounding. While reminiscent of the John Williams
score, the music retains the feel of the movies and doesn’t have that cheap rip-off feel.”—Leonardo
Ramirez, ScienceFictionMusings
“The quality of the video and the score is exceptional and we look forward to further updates as this
project moves forward.” –MuggleNet.com

The film also made its World Wide Web premiere on their official website and has garnered
over 65,000 YouTube views and positive support from the Harry Potter fan community:
“I am speechless… I seriously cannot wait for the next installment. Bravo you guys know what
you're doing!!”

“The second the title came up it was just like watching one of the movies for the first time. Simply
magical.”
“WOW! A lot of respect for your work - this is amazing! Every fan dreams of doing something like
this - you made it come true!”

“Adam really out did himself; from tragedy to triumph,” says VillaSenor’s brother
Raymond, actor who portrays the lead protagonist, Sirius Black. “He started to make the
film because he wanted to prove he could make a big action adventure film. He was resilient
and I couldn't be more proud of him” At 26-years-old, Reymond VillaSenor’s credits
include The Infamous Exploits of Jack West, The Fighter, and Respect and Loyalty.
The project’s Kickstarter campaign is open for donations, attempting to surpass their
estimated goal of $125,000 in order to offset the cost of production and allow VillaSenor
and his crew to continue work on the series in close collaboration with the fan community.
Sirius Black and The Secret Keeper will be screened at LeakyCon 2012 in Chicago, IL on
Friday, August 10, 2012. LeakyCon is an annual Harry Potter Fan Conference hosted by
The Leaky Cauldron, and boasting the largest Harry Potter community worldwide.
For more information visit www.itallbegins.com
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